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euca2ools	Exercise	

euca2tools is a suite of command line programs that interact with EC2 and S3 REST 
protocols.  Details can be found at: http://open.eucalyptus.com/wiki/Euca2oolsGuide 

A	euca2ools	environment	
We have a euca2ools environment setup on hotel.futuregrid.org for use in this tutorial 

1. ssh hotel.futuregrid.org 
2. set environment variables: 

The following three envs must be set in order to use euca2ools against Nimbus clouds 
 
EC2_ACCESS_KEY=<your Nimbus access key> 
EC2_SECRET_KEY=<your Nimbus secret key> 

 
EC2_URL=<url for cloud service> 
 
The value of the envs can be achieved with the following set of commands 
 

 

Create	a	key	pair	
The EC2 REST interface used with Nimbus requires that you register a ssh key so that you can 
successful acquire secure shells on the remote machines.  We can use the euc2ools program euca-

add-keypair.  The following code will add the public key to the Nimbus cloud and write the 
private key to your home file system. 

source ~/.nimbus/querytokens.sh 

export EC2_ACCESS_KEY=$NIMBUS_IAAS_ACCESS_KEY 

export EC2_SECRET_KEY=$NIMBUS_IAAS_SECRET_KEY 

# if using hotel 

export EC2_URL=https://svc.uc.futuregrid.org:8444 

# if using sierra 

export EC2_URL= https://s83r.idp.sdsc.futuregrid.org:8444 
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Make sure the 0 was returned from the echo and be sure to change the permissions of the key file 
so that they are secure. 

 

Verify your keypair 
Now we can use euca-describe-keypairs to verify that the key registration was successful. 
 

Run	a	VM	
Now that we have a key we can run a VM.  For this we will use the program euca-run-instances. 
 

 
The above command will launch an instance of the image named debian-tutorial.gz using the key 
named sceuca.  Notice in the output that the VM’s launch status is currently pending.  That means 
that it has been registered for launch but that the launch has not yet completed.  Also, take note of 
the instance id.  This is the value immediately after the keyword INSTANCE.  In the example case 
it is i-8fbaa32c.  This value will be needed for termination. 

Monitor	the	boot	progress	
Now that we have launched the VM we need to know what it reaches the running state.  We can 
check on the status of a VM with the program euca-describe-instances. 

$ euca-add-keypair sceuca > ~/.ssh/sceuca 

$ echo $? 

0 

$ chmod 600 ~/.ssh/sceuca 

$ euca-describe-keypairs  

KEYPAIR sceuca fd:c2:98:f6:fb:0a:68:d0:4e:72:9f:b7:9b:c9:b7:11 

$ euca-run-instances -k sceuca debian-tutorial.gz 

RESERVATION r-e8cbfe36 H2OOwhPlTEdNFYDys8RdP default 

INSTANCE i-8fbaa32c debian-tutorial.gz vm-102.uc.futuregrid.orgvm-

0-10.vmp.uc.futuregrid.org pending sceuca 0  m1.small

 2011-11-09T23:37:34.932Z UNIVERSE-WEST:EARTH default  
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The output is slightly congested but if you read it closely you can see that the instance has 
reached the running state andit has a hostname associated with it. 

ssh	into	the	VM	
Now that the instance is running and it has a public IP address we can ssh into it.  In order to 
access it we must tell ssh to use the private correct private key.  Further the username associated 
with the private key for this instance (and all Nimbus cloud instances) is root. The following 
command should get you ssh access to your VM 
 

 

Terminate	the	VM	
 
In order to avoid any resource leaks associated with our VM you must explicitly terminate the 
VM instance.  In order to do this you will need the instance id described in the Run a VM step 
above.  To terminate the VM run the following: 
 

$ euca-describe-instances  

RESERVATION r-e8cbfe36 H2OOwhPlTEdNFYDys8RdP default 

INSTANCE i-8fbaa32c debian-tutorial.gz vm-102.uc.futuregrid.orgvm-

0-10.vmp.uc.futuregrid.org running sceuca 0  m1.small

 2011-11-09T23:37:34.932Z UNIVERSE-WEST:EARTH default  

$ ssh –i ~/.ssh/sceuca root@<hostname> 

$ euca-terminate-instances <instance-id> 


